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SPECIFIC AND VARIETAL CHARACTERS IN AN- 
NUAL SUNFLOWERS 

PROFESSOR T. D. A. COCKERELL 

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO 

THE group of Helianthus annutttus, the typical, annual 
sunflowers of North America, is not a large one. The 
annual habit seems to have been acquired independently 
by several different Heliantlhine stocks, so that H. bolan- 
deii Gray, H. exilis Gray, H. fioridatnus Gray and H. 
tephrocies Gray are to le excluded from the H. (iJUiliutUS 
group. The subgenus Helianthus s. str., or Euthelianthus, 
contains the following: 

1. H. anntus Linn. Based on the large cultivated form 
(H. m,6acmocarpis D. C.), Dr. A. H. Church of Oxford has 
investigated the history of this plant, and I take the 
liberty of quoting from a letter he wrote on March 4, 
1915: 

The published accounts of thle giant sunflower in Europe iii thle six- 
teeuth century are so preeise that it is interesting to remark that this is 
in fact the oldest mutation known, w\vllicll is still with us, quite unaffected, 
though still never quite a pure strain, owing to insect pollination. The 
facts are quite simple. The first description of the plant, by DodoiliTus 
(1567), tells us it grew in the Botanic Garden at Madrid, 24 feet. At 
the Padua Garden, inicdoors, in a viridariumn or orangery, 40 feet! The 
-usual heiglht ,was 20 ft. The first English specimens, grown in London 
by Gerard, were 14 ft.; and 15 ft. is thle local record here. The giant 
form is knownvil by carrying one head, and having no trace of axillary 

bulds, =lMon ocephalic strain, as opposed to reverting branching inci- 
vicluals.... The next point is, where did it colme from ? Froma Pernu, 

say the Herbals, but all Spanish things from America. came via Peru, 
because this was the last port of call. Hence Mexico is regarded as the 
home. Onl thle other hand Ximnenes, who lived in Mexico several years, 
and Herintandez after him, call it the Chimalacak del Peru; " aeak " I 
find means a reed, and thus refers to the long tall single stem of the cul- 
tivated crop. The inference is that the plant as we know it was evolved 
by ages of selection in Peru, by guano fed cultivation, possibly lonlg be- 
fore Inca. rule, the plant having been taken by all migrating tribes from 

the Mexican district.... Regarded as a product of Peruvian agricul- 
ture the sunflower is curiously parallel w\vith the naize. . . . It was the 
oil crop of ancient America. 

609 
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The true H. anngluus appears to be quite unknown in 
the wild state, but nevertheless the inonocephalic char- 
acter may have arisen among wild plants. Dr. Church 
makes the following suggestion: 

If the mionocephalic form is the giant of cultivation derived from the 
Prairie form, it should be possible to repeat the history, by growing 
Prairie forms in quantity, and selecting the suitable mutations wvhen they 
appear under the stimulus of excess manure (guano for choice). My 
idea has been that, knowjinjg j what to look for, it might be possible to get 
somiiew\vhere near it in say 10 years; though the Inclians possibly took 
2,000. General structural evidence alone suffices to show that the miono- 
cephalic strain is the response to selection for close cultivation (about 
two plants per square yard). The solitary heads are required for simiul- 
taneous harvesting. 

2. H. leuiticularis Douglas. The prairie sunflower, 
much branched, and normally with dark disc. It has 
been regarded as the wild type of H. aCnatts, but Ryd- 
berg treats it as a distinct species. In crosses with 
typical anuu11Yntus, the F, is intermediate, often with a 
tendency to fasciation. If auniuus and lenticularis are 
considered specifically distinct, we have to face the diffi- 
culty that the former is known only in cultivation, and its 
one specific " character, the monocephalous habit, is 
not constant.' The color of the disc is not a reliable 
distinction, since yellow discs occur in wild plants. 
Possibly the variation shown by H. aunn)}us may be ex- 
plained by contamination with lenticulairis, since some 
strains, at least, are constant. in their characters. At 
present, however, it seems probable that no wild species 
ever existed with typical H. aiitius characters; the actual 
facts would probably be best represented by considering 
leuticularis the species, and ananus a cultivated variety 
derived therefrom. Since, however, the latter was first 
named, the species-aggregate will have to be called H. 
anl.lnuts, and the nomenclatural outcome will be as fol- 
lows: 

1 Shull, Botanical Gazette, 45, 1.05, figures a mulch brauched form which is 
aot the wild leoticularis. 
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Ielianilthus antintus, L. 
(a) leitticularis (Dougl.) 
(b) macroca rpus (D.C.) - actnnuus L., s. str. 

At the same time, for ordinary purposes, it may be per- 
missible to simply wiite H. leydticular-is when referring to 
the wild plant. 

3. H. arsidus IRydberg. Like H. ent)icularis, but 
leaves lanceolate or narrowly deltoid, minutely toothed 
or entire. Montana to New Mexico. Nelson calls this 
a synonym of H. petiolacrs, which it certainly is not. It 
must be called H. lenticulcaris aridus (Rydb.) or H. 
anunsttis lenjticulda/ris var. aridus, since it is a variable 
form of leuticular is, which may possibly be due to cross- 
ing with H. petiolar is, the hybrid having crossed back 
with lendticultaris. From the mode of its occurrence it is 
nearly certain that it is not a simple lenticularis X peti- 
olasris hybrid, petiolaris being often absent from the 
immediate vicinity. 

To give an idea of the actual condition of affairs 
where H. ardidus occurs in Colorado, I present a synopsis 
of the forms f ounid at Longmont, August 30, 1914: 
(A) H. aridus type; smaller and more slender, wiith cuneate bases to leaves. 

(a) Variety with yellow disc; two plants found. 
Disc 19 mm. diameter, light yellow (corollas entirely doll light 

yellow); rays ordinary; foliage unusually pale; base of 
leaves rather broad-cuneate, marginal teeth feeble. 

(b) Disc dark (corolla. lobes dark reddish). Leaves with cunleate base 
and subentire margins; typical rides. vlaolueral bracts 
very broad and bristly. These rather slender plants 
have small discs (17-21 mim. diam.) and very ample 
rays, w which are not very nu-mnerous (10-13) ; color of 
raVys rich orange yellow; stems lightly speckled with 

purplish. 
(i) Rays longer, about 38 mm. long and 15 broad. 
(ii) Rays shorter, about 28 mini. long and 14 broad. 
(This difference in size of rays is probably environmental.) 

(B) H. ienticuelaris type; bases of leaves truncate or cordate; plants -usually 
more robust; disc. dark. 

(a) Aspect of arelds, being rather slender, with small (diam. 23.5 
mnm.) disc and long rays; but leaves broadly truncate at 
base and rather strongly toothed, quite lenticeloris style. 
This is a very pretty form, with long rays aboutt 40 
fmm. long and 11 broad), more or less twisted at end, and 
rnither narrow. The rays number about 15. 
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(b) Aspect of leiiticuloris; more or less robust, rays rather short and 
numerous. 

(i) Rays comparatively short and broad (about 22 mmn. long 
and 10 broad on a small head), the middle third 
beneath with its apical half variably light brown- 
ish-red. Leaves thick, with broad petioles. 

(ii) Rays normal. 
(a) Upper leaves ovate, scarcely at all dentate, inequi- 

lateral. Dise small (22 mm. diam.), rather paler 
than usual, the corolla lobes showing' less red. 
Rays 14, about 31 mml. long and 11.5 broad. 

(p) Upper leaves broad at base, -but somewhat cuLneate, 
rather feebly dentate. Disc 20-23 mm. diameter. 
A small head (dise 20 nmm.) with many (21) quite 
short rays, about 17 mui. long and 7 broad. 

(y) Typical leiticulaoris, with broad-based strongly den- 
tate leaves. Disc 37 mm. diameter; rays 37 Imml. 
long, numerous (about 33). 

It would of course be possible to maintain that H. 
aridus was originally a distinct or isolated species, which 
has now lost its purity by T crossing with lenticularis. We 
can at least say this, that if anutwuts, lenticularis and 
aridus, in their pure forms, inhabited three different 
islands, few would hesitate' to regard them as perfectly 
"good species." Also, if they grow mixed for any 
length of time, they are sure to suffer from " vicinism " 
to such an extent as to lose their supposed original dis- 
tinctness. At present, however, -we have no assurance 
that H. aridus has ever constituted a. distinct species, in 
the sense of occupying any considerable area in its pure 
form. On the other hand, it is manifestly not a " fluctuat- 
ing variation," due to mere environmental conditions. 

4. H. petiolaris Nuttall. Described by Nuttall in 
1821, from " the sandy shores of the' Arkansa," and 
recommended as " an ornamental annual of easy cul- 
ture." It extends from British America to the State of 
Chihuahua. It differs from H. lenticularis by (a) 
smaller stature, (b) leaves differently shaped, lanceolate 
or broad-lanceolate, not dentate, more or less shiny above, 
those of le)tticularis being quite dull, (c) bracts of invo- 
lucre lanceolate, with margin very short-ciliate. Stem 
rough, with a little purplish color; basal third of rays 
deeper orange than the rest. 
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This is a gaood species in the ordinary sense; in Colo- 
rado it is often fond ahn)unclantlv in the caftons of thie 
foothills, growiinge without admnixtnre of other species. 
Lower down, it frequently occurs with lenficularis. 

The variety pa tens (Lelhm.) Rydh. is said to differ by 
having the heads larger, long-pectinneled, the pecuinele's 
fleshy toward the top; leaves large, long-petioled. Nut- 
tall described his original petwolaczris as having the pedun- 
Aes "'of great length ,'" and the petioles "'of an ex- 
traorclinary length, though111 the leaves were "'rather 
small." ProJ)ablyT patenis is not far from the original 
petiolai is. Gray considered pate us a synonyVm. Ac- 
corclino to Rydlberg, the leaves of p at ens are broadly 
o0vate or subcorclate, much in the style of lenaticu~lai-is, 
while the bracts are those of petiolaris, thns reversing 
the condition of ar'id-uts. It is possible that a,;ridus and 
pates are hoth remote results of thle leaitticularis X petio- 
leris cross, but in the vricinity of Boulder, when aridu-s is 
commIMon, I have not foound pattens. 

5. H. canus (Britton) Wooton and Standley. A. 
species of New AMexico, CGhihuualLa, and adjacent regions, 
close to petiolaris, but with abuimdant white pubescence 
on leaves and stems. The involnerall bracts are of the 
petiolalris type. This is to petiolainis mtuch as H. 
aropphyluls is to len ticular is, but 'the pnbescence is long 

amid spreading, not subappressed and silky. 
6. H. ari-gophtylltus Torrey and Gray. :Discovered by 

Drunmmond in dry soil in Texas. This has the form and 
leaves of len)1ticularis, but is very remarkable for the lonog 
sublappressed silky white h-airs, totally different from 
those of any other Hela,-nathlus known to me. Grav re- 
marks that it " degenerates in cultivation apparently into 
H. an111nuus, which merely means that it suffers from 
vicinismi. Old cultivated stocks, kept pure, are quite Con- 
stant. A remi-arkable featuLire of 11. ar-gophyliyats is the 
extremely slow growTth, at least until near flowering, time. 
This peculiarity is dominant in a cross -with H. an znus X 
Ileni tic'te I anis. 
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7. H. debilis Nuttall. Florida to Texas. 
8. H. praecox Engelm. and Gray. Florida to Texas, 

near coast. Differs from debilis by being strongly 
hirsute. 

9. H. cucumneri/ olius Torrey and Gray. Texas. Differs 
from debilis and prcecox by having the branches mottled 
with purple. 

The last three were eventually reduced by Gray to a 
single species, but Small keeps them separate. My wife 
and I have grown H. cucumertifolius for several years, 
and have crossed it with ailituiuts X leitdic'iicd,,is. The 
first cross is quite fertile, but it is impossible to get any 
quantity of F2 seed. Mr. Leonard Sutton in Eng'land 
has had the same experience; lhe writes (April 3, 1915) 

We are arrangiaig for a. large breadth of the cumenierifolius crosses 
this season, but we hare found as you aieution that very little seed is 
lprodneed, aiid we are hoping that the plant will illmprove in this respect 
if grown for a. few years, and the best seeding plaiits are selected for 
stock. 

These hybrids are of considerable horticultural value, 
especially those derived from crosses with the red sun- 
flower, so it is desirable to secure fertile strains if pos- 
sible. Something may be attained by crossing back with 
the parent species. 

The 11. cucuimer ifolius type is dwarf, freely branching, 
witlh broad bright green leaves, shiny on both sides. Tfie 
involucral bracts are long and narrow. The bulb or 
swelling of the disc corollas is minutely puberiulent, 
whereas that of the leuticularis forms is long hairy. In 
the F1 hybrid the bulb is long-hairy as in lenticula),is, the 
character being dominant. Although H. cucwniterifolius 
is very unlike the other species (except debilis and 
prwc2ox) in appearance, its constant structural differ- 
ences are very few. The base of the leaves, as in the 
anuuus forms, may be auiriculate or truncate. The disc 
bracts may be lobg-ciliate, or with the margins merely 
appearing scurfy. It is proper to state that my material 
belonged to cultivated strains; possibly the wild plant is 
less variable. 
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Thus we have at the most nine species, which can prob- 
ably be reduced to five. They belong to the region which 
used to be marked in old geography books as the " Great 
American Desert," though members of the debilis group 
extend along the Gulf States to Florida. The dominant, 
widely distributed form is lenticularis, a plant of sandy 
river-bottoms and similar places, which has spread as a 
weed in cultivated areas. Prior to the era. of cultivation- 
it is probable that H. petiolaris occupied a greater area., 
at least in acreage,. At the present time H. lenticularis 
is common in California, but I suspect that, it has been 
introduced into the Pacific coast region by man. 

In order to give an idea of the cultivated forms of our 
group, I have made a table from Sutton's Catalogue for 
1915. 

Silver-leaved (argophyllus-type); rays yellow; 
disc black; 5 ft . .......... Silver-leaved. 

Not silver-leaved ............ 1. 
1. Cucumerifolius-type, none over 4 ft. high ..........................2. 

Annuus-type, mostly tall .6. 
2. Only 12 inches high, compact ...................... Dwarf Miniature. 

Four feet high .............................. 3. 
3. Rays rolled, like the cactus dahlia ........................... Orion. 

Rays not rolled .............................. 4. 
4. Rays pale primrose, dise dark ....................... Primrose Stella. 

Rays bright yellow ..... ............. 5. 
5. Heads small, with dark dise .c............................. lMiniature. 

Heads larger, rays long ..............t....... ............... Stella. 
6. Rays whollyor partly chestnut red ........................ ..... Red. 

Rays wholly or partly vinous. Langley Gem 
Rays primrose ............ 7. 
Rays bright yellow or orange ................................... 9. 

7. Double (i. e., disc florets ligulate) .................. Double Primrose. 
Single; disc black ...............................58. 

5. Tall, 6 ft. high. Primrose Perfection. 
Dwarf, 2.5-3 ft . ........................... Single Dwarf Primrose. 

9. Double (i. e., disc florets ligulate) .............................. 10. 
Single (i. e., normal heads) ........... .... 11. 

10. Flowers orange; 6 ft. Double (also a double 5 ft. high). 
Compact habit; 3 ft . ................................ Dwarf Double. 

11. Heads extremely large; height 8-10 ft . ....................... Giant. 
Heads ordinary or smallish; disc dark; height 6 ft . ............... 12. 

12. Heads medium size .. Esthetic Gem (J. Veitch & Sons). 
Early flowering . Earliest of All. 
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Of the above Red is cor'onatujs, and Lang1yley Gem is 
vi nosus, both derived from our Boulder cultures. The 
seed offered as Langley Gem was grown in Boulder. The 
Primj r ose variety I have called priijuns. 

An old cultivated variety is H. aiuwans var. m1ndicus 
(T~lel'altns ind~iens Linn., Mant. I, 117), peculiar for the 
foliar expansion of the involucral bracts. It did not come 
from India, but f rom Egy\ pt. Titht1onzia speciosa, once 
regarded v Hooker as a Heliant thus, has the bracts nor- 
maliv foliaceous. In 1913 I witnessed tlhe appearance of 
foliaceous 1.racts in the F2 generation from p2trinatuiinus X 
cor'oniat Is. The plant in question was a very abnormal 
dwarf, wholly unlike the rest of its generation, or any 
known parents. It was described as follows: 

Dwmarf, about 2.8 mm. high; slender, fasciated at top of 
stemn; rays vinous, b)ut on nearly all the heads a very 
dilute and dingyz\ color; disc dark, stigmiatic branches dcark 
red; apical part of disc corollas dark greenish, tipped 
with red, and very hairy, ; anthers not projecting, but not 
shrivelled, almost wholly without pollen, and what there 
is probably no good; achenes hairy, usually with super- 
nuirnera ry pappus scales; pappus scales stained with pink; 
involucral bracts long and tapering, strongly hirsute, 
curled over, one or two outer ones long and foliaceous; 
stemn hirsute; leaves long and narrow, narrowly cuneate 
at base; margins irregularly, sharply dentate, entire on 
small very narrow leaves; sometimes one of the large 

lateral veins of the leaves, and its supporting tissue, 
absent. 

Such a plant may result from some unwonted combina- 
tion of genes, whereby the normal constitution is broken 
down and in the resulting disruption characters us-uallya 

suppressed appear. Such monstrosities quickly pelrisll, 
but during their transient existence may rev-eal, like a 
drunken man, matters which in the well behaved would 
never reach the surface. 

One of the miost remarkable of cultivated varieties is 
the Chrysathemum lowered of which we obtained a 
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perfectly constant and uniform strain f rom Dreer. It 
may be named var. chrysat)?thetoicdes; plants of the same 
general type have passed in. horticulture as var. califor- 
njicuts (not H. califoi -einicus D.C.) 

HeliCC uthus ai 1nuis v\Tar. chry'llsanthewoides 
Manniter of growth.- (Tested in two seasons). Grows 

mucrh more slowly than the other forms (except argophyl- 
Ihs), but is very robust. Nine plants studied were 15-17 
inches high July 14, about 36 inches July 30, and coming 
into flower at about 5 ft., 6 inches, Augu-st 15. 

Foltaqe .-At first, (June 8) leaves are narrow and long; 
very uniform. Later, the upper (small) leaves are con- 
spicuously pallid. At time of flowering the leaves are 
broad, cordate, with a-uriculate base; surface very 
strongly crinkled; margin moderately dentate. 

Pub escence.-Leaves soft with very scanty pubescence; 
petioles somewhat scabrous; stems, especially toward 
the top and under the heads, with abundant and con- 
spicuous soft white pubescence. 

Heads.-Stalks greatly broadened under heads, diam- 
eter about 27 mm. just -under bracts; involucral bracts 
hairv, the marginal hairs not longer than those covering 
the backs of the bracts, five strong veins, and others 
weak; basal half of bracts about 15 mm. broad, gradually, 
not abruptly, tapering to acuminate ends; bracts extend- 
ing about 18 mm. beyond outer florets, which are like the 
inner ones; heads entirely double (i. e., corollas ligulate), 
rays very bright orange or saffron, discs light green 
before they come into flower; immature achenes with 
much silvery hair. 

This plant is so distinct, structurally and physiologic- 
ally, that if it were not known to have originated in cultiva- 
tion, it might well pass as a distinct species. Although I 
have no information concerning its history, I can only 
suppose that it is part argophyltus. Mr. Leonard Sutton 
writes me that the similar Double catalogued by him, 
which is of continental origin, does not grow more slowly 
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FI.1,aovDobeeSnlowr 2,eo 

FiG. 1, above, Double Red Sunflower. FIg. 2, below, Hellanthus von tortuos us. 
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than other sunflowers in its early stages. The var. 
chrisyscaittdhemoiides -was fouincd by us to cross freely with 
the atentus X lenticularCis varieties, producing a series of 
semi-doubles. The double and semi-double forms ex- 
tracted from this cross and from crosses witlh Sutton's 
various double forms need not be described here, but in 
order to illustrate the double type, I give a figure of a 
full double with chestnut color, the red being' derived 
from the variety coroniaatus (Fig. 1). 

MODIFICATIONS OF THE RAYS 
Nu)wmtber.-Halsted (Rept. Bot. Dept. N. J. Agric. Exp. 

Sta. for 1911, pp. 335-337) has given elaborate data from 
the branched form of the cultivated H. aunnts, showing 
that the terminal heads have most rays, and xwhen there 
are many lateral branches, the rays on these are com- 
paratively few. Nevertheless, there are inherited differ- 
ences in the number of rays, not depending on conditions 
of nutrition. I observed a striking case by the roadside 
in Boulder, where three wild leidicularis plants, growing 
close together, differed thus: 
(a) Rays normal, at right angles to axis; number of rays. 

in well-formned heads, 21, 21, 21, 21, 2,1, 21. 
(b) Bays normal, elevated, their plane oblique in rela- 

tion to the axis of head; rays in well-formed heads,. 
14, 13, 14, 14, 14, 11, 15. 

(c) Rays set obliquely, but less so than in b; rays in well- 
formed heads, 18, 18, 18, 19. In this plant many of 
the rays were modified by quilting and splitting, some 
being completely quilled, i. e., hollow and tubular. 
The normal rays were very obtuse, and distinctly 
emarginate at end. Some showed a little red color on 
apical part of middle third beneath. 

Len ,gth.-The, length also differs, the differences due 
sometimes to race, sometimes to illumination or nutri- 
tion. In our cultures mutational forms have arisen with 
unusually short rays, thus: 
(a) Var. vinosus -with disc 55 mm. broad, rays only 35 

mm. long; disc unusually convex. 
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(b) Var. bicolorv with disc 64 mm. diameter, rays only 29 
mm11. (Next to it, in the scame lot, grew a plant with 
disc diameter 38, rays 47 mmli.) 

These mneasuremients represent average heads from the 
respective planets. A quite analogous variation was seen 
in two plants of Rat-ibida colhti itef cra, growing at. Boulder 
along with the typical form (var. nov. brevtiradiata, rays 
yellow, only about 10 mm. long, about half the normal 
size) . 

To s'ioii.-A peculiar foriu which appeared iin our cul- 
tures is the variety tortuosus, in which the ends of the 
rays are twisted, as though in curl papers. This is 
wholly unattractive, but. other variations have, the long 
Tays moderately curled or twisted, promising the develop- 
ment of a series of forms analogous to the cactus dahlias. 
As with the cactus dahlias, the rays may be rolled instead 
of twisted; a wild form of this type many be described 
tthus: 

flelialnthus leutticalda ris -var. n. augustits. Rays about 
'20, narrow, rolled, so that they are separated by wide in- 
tervals. The rays were 36 mm. long and 5 wide (a normal 
lenI t iClaris ray 30 nmm. long is 9 wide). Disc 26 mmn. 
;diameter. Goodview, Colorado, JuLly 98, 1913. 

-Tubitlar- Rays.-Under the heading "Number" above, 
a case of completely quilled rays in a wild sunflower is 
-recorded. This peculiar modification indicates sole 
(deep-seated tendency in the Compositw, since it appears 
in several genera, e. g.: 
(a) Ratibida column i/fera var. I1. tubu,1laris. Rays of the 

usual orange color, about 25 umm. long and 3.5 broad, 
completely quilled, being hollow cylinderls. Flag- 
staff Hill, Boulder, Colorado, July 19, 1914. 

(b) Rudbeckia hirta var. tubulifor),rme S. H. Burnham 
Amer. Botanist, Feb., 1914. 

'(c) Gaillardia putlchella var. fistulosa (G. fistulosa Hort.). 
Emizarginiate anid Cleft Rays.-This is another commoini 

modification, also observed in other genera, as Ratibida 
(R. columunitifera var. mn. mntesa; rays with one or two deep 
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incisions, and also some narrow sillulplementary rays; 

Boulder, Colorado, August 8, W. P. Cockerell). 
Doitble Rowcs.-The disc remaining' normal, the rays 

may be in two rows, indicating an approach to a type re- 
senibling the star dahlifias. 

Color. The yellow may be of various shades from 
deep orange to very pale, approaching white. This hlas 
already been discussed in Scienice, August 201, 1914, pp. 
28.S3-285. It may be possible evTentually to get a pure 
white. Dr. Church (in litt.) refers to a white formn as 
having been mentioned long ag-o by Hernandez. There is. 
also the development of the soluble (anthoeyanin) red 
pigment, giving us the chestnut red and wine red vanr- 
eties. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is impossible at the present time to g+ive all the evi- 
dence on w which opinions havA+e been formed, but such facts 
as are reported above, and others, seem to suggest the 
following genercalizations: 

1. The number of genes or determiners in Heliathulits is 
not infinitely great; it is probably very mnuch less than 
exists in most animucals and the study of the processes of 
heredity is rel ativ ely simple. 

2. In the history of the sunflowers of the H. (untutus 
group, there lhave been few really new developments. 
Species which seem very distinct prove on examination 
to have few special characters of their own. 

3. It is quite common for variations to arise, in wild 
and cultivated plants, which appear to break the type, 
and initiate something altogether new. When, however, 
we begin to gather data on the variation of the Compositm, 
we find that practically all these " new " variations re- 
peat themseles in various species, and at various times, 
indicating that they represent deep-seated common tend- 
encies. Their occurrence among wild plants shows that 
they are not necessarily connected in any way with culti- 
vation, and it is equally evident that they need not imdi- 
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eate any sort, of hybridization. For example, Ratibida 
coluwiife ra presents hiany variations parallel with those 
-of Helianithuts, in localities where it. is the only species of 
its genus. 

4. We are led, then, to think of the annual sunflowers as 
plants representing a, certain complex of potentialities or 
'genes (of which we may hope at length to make a reason- 
ably complete catalogue), offering these in different com- 
binations at different times, usually failing to register 
aany permian-ent, advance, but once in a. long while reaching 
a new position of stability, suited to a particular en- 
vTironment. These positions of stability represent what 
we call the species. As with the dahlia, the horticulturist 
may expect to be able to produce many interesting varie- 
ties by selecting and saving the various possible combina- 
tions, but analysis shows that the genes going into these 
are the old ones, the effects of which may be seen from 
time to time even in wild plants. 

The perennial sunflowers appear to offer a more com- 
plex problem. Mr. S. Alexander has found hundreds of 
what are considered " elementary species " in Michigan. 
IIe has been good enough to send me a large number of 
these, and I can testify that they are appreciably differ- 
-ent; yet they seem to represent recombinations of old 
'characters, already known to exist in the species of the 
manuals. Some would dismiss them, along with the mul- 
titudes of Cratwgus, as hybrids; but it does not seem justi- 
fiable to assume hybridization without better evidence. 
WAe have sufficient. proof, I think, that all sorts of new 
'Combinations of characters may arise within a type, with- 
out hybridization. 

Undoubtedly new determiners are formed (how, we 
need not here speculate) from time to time, but the oc- 
currence must be so rare and so difficult to demonstrate 
that we can hardly hope to obtain satisfactory evidence 
concerning it. 
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